Honors Option rules for CSE 231

1. The CSE Department rule for Honors Options is that your regular grade for the course must be a 3.5 or 4.0. (Note that doing an Honors Option cannot impact your regular grade in any way.)

2. Complete an Honors Option agreement form and write the following statement in the form:

   “I have to implement both parts of the Honors option meeting all specifications by the specified deadline. I understand that grading is binary in that I must meet all specifications or I do not get the Honors credit. I also understand that CSE Department rules only allow an Honors Option if the course grade is 3.5 or higher.”

3. There are two parts to the Honors Option and you must complete both to receive Honors credit. Scoring is binary: you meet all the specifications or not. (Note that “complete” means that you completely meet all specifications. Close does not count.)

4. You are on your own. If you have questions, you can ask one of the instructors. TAs will not provide help with the Honors Option.